EVC-AC44D/DC150D
150kW Floor DC Quad Gun RFID
[Type 2 x2/CCS x2]

The Future of EV Charging
The EVC-AC44D-DC150D is a three-phase, commercial DC
charging unit, featuring dual DC CCS plugs and dual 22kW, AC,
three-phase Type 2 sockets.
With it’s high power, it’s an ideal commercial charging unit that is
also compatible with our bespoke app, allowing for easy ﬂeet and
cost management.
The RFID unit comes with one RFID card as standard, with
additional RFID cards (EV-RFID) available for purchase. Optional
EV charging signage (EV-SIGN1) & optional protection posts
(EV-POST2) are available to purchase.
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Plug & Charge - Project EV’s ethos is to make charging electric vehicles easy and
stress free for all. With the Plug and Play mode you do not require any additional
software or applications to control your EV charge point, you simply plug your car into a
Project EV device, and the charge begins.
RFID - RFID Mode Charging is an easy simple way for uses to control their EV Charge
Point with a swipe of a card. One RFID card is supplied as standard, however extra
cards can be supplied for those interested in public charging.
Project EV App - The FREE Project EV App allows you to choose and customise

charging rates, prioritise off-peak charging to maximise savings (including via a solar
charging mode) and create charging records; so you can see and control all your data.

Project EV Pro App - The Project EV Pro App is a unique EV charging platform,

providing you the ability to utilise public charging capabilities and manage and control
multiple chargers - from which you can generate a ﬂuid revenue stream.

Note - EVC-AC44D/DC150D Datasheet - Information correct as of 10/21
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